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Territory of Scotland (Federico Abis)

The territory of Scotland for the most part is made of 

mountains, highlands and islands of different dimensions. 

All over Scotland there also many lakes, which in Scottish 

are called "lochs". 

Even if it is the north of Britain, Scotland is not very 

cold, since it receives the warm waters coming from the Gulf 

of Mexico. 
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Scotland Edinburgh
In august , it is Edinburgh festival .It's the biggest art festival ,in
the world with hundreds of different things to do and see. 
FRANCESCO FONTANA
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Ice-skating at the Tower of London (Arianna
D'Ambrosio)
In winter, in the City of London, you can visit the ancient prison of
the city in the thousand-year old Tower and then you can go ice-
skating in the large Ice Rink near the Tower. It' s amazing and an
extraordinary experience!
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The Flag of Scotland (Federico Abis)
The �ag, symbol of Scotland, is called "Saltire" and it is a white
cross on a blue �eld. It represents Saint Andrew, the patron saint
of Scotland. It was �rst used in 1542, and it reminds us of the
Union Jack �ag, from which it took inspiration.
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The Capital of Ireland: Dublin
The capital of Ireland is Dublin, the Celtic name is Baile Átha
Cliath. Dublin is the biggest city of Ireland. There are many
attractions in Dublin. A very important attraction is Dublin’s Castle,
that is an important monument for the history of Dublin, dated
back to XIII century. Today is used for the elections of President.
Other attractions of Dublin are:

the Fabric of Guinness beer (a traditional drink of Ireland), 
Phoenix Park, 
Trinity College
 Dublin’s zoo 
Samuel Beckett Bridge

The symbols of Dublin and Ireland are leprechaun, the harp and
the shamrock.

Ludovica Salsano
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The Welsh pound_Nino Henriquez
The currency in wales is the pound. The welsh pound shows either
the leek or the daffodil on the reverse side.
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FISHING
The �shing is one of the most  popular sports in UK with3.3 milion
participating. Fishermen can  be seen beside rivers and lakes 
MATTIA ZAPPA
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𝙲𝚞𝚛𝚒𝚘𝚜𝚒𝚝𝚢
The mythological  �gure of the dragon is used in the world only by
another �ag ( BHUTAM). 
This �gure come from a legend of Melin which tells of a battel
between two dragons , one white and one red that will  be winner .
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𝚃𝚑𝚎 𝚏𝚕𝚊𝚐 𝚘𝚏 𝚆𝚊𝚕𝚎𝚜
The �ag of Wales has two horizontal stripes one green and one
white in the background, and in the foreground we �nd a
mythological �gure:the red dragon. 
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The London Eye
In the early days it was called Millenium Wheel, but in 2011 its
name was changed to "London Eye". On clear days, the view from
the top of the wheel is fantastic: you can see Winsor Castle up to
40 km away.
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It is located on the South bank of the Thames, near Westminster,
and is one of London's best-loved landmarks. It offers views of the
city that leave you speechless, taking good photos from up it’s very
easy.
It is the fourth tallest structure in London. It is 135 meters high.
The circumference is 424 meters. In the evening it is illuminated,
but it can also give life to a real light show; for example, to
celebrate the wedding between Prince William and Kate Middleton
it was turned on with the colors of the Union Jack (blue, white and
red).
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Sports in Wales_Nino Henriquez
Wales is the only country in Great Britain in which rugby is the
most popular sport.
Other popular sports in Wales are: football, wakeboard (a
combination of water skiing, sur�ng and snowboarding), sur�ng
and sailing.
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The village with the longest name in the
world_Nino Henriquez
In Wales there is the village with the longest name in the whole
world!Its name is
Llonfairpwllgwyngyllgogerychwyrndrobwllllantysiliogogogoch.In
english it means “Saint Mary's Church In The Hollow Of White
Hazel Near A Rapid Whirlpool And The Church Of Saint Tysilio
Near The Red Cave”.
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WALES
The national symbol of Wales is the leek. According to legend St
David told his Welsh soldiers to wear leeks in their helemets to

look different from the enemies. This helped them to win their
battle. Today Welsh people wear leeks on St David's Day.
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London Dungeon
The London Dungeon is a tourtist attraction, established in 1974.
You can �nd all sorts of scary charachters in these dungeons. If
you're intrested in horror �lms, then the London Dungeon is the
perfect museum for you. It has become one of the most popular
sights for tourists and travellers looking for thrills and chills.
Expect a lot of rats, sheletons, darkness to add to the atmosphere.
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Irish food
The kitchen Irish is very rich.
The main ingredients are: meat, potatoes, onion, cabbage, salmon
and cod. The breakfast is very substantial;
1) the most eaten food is meat stew.
2) �sh chowder
it is a �sh soup
3) guinness fondue
dublin is famous for its beer which is used in many dishes; among
these we �nd the fondue called Irish Cheddar.
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for St. Patrick's Day there is no traditional food because, the Irish
go from pub to pub; they still do their typical breakfast. 
Emma Pressato
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do you like shopping?
London is a great city for shopping! 
They say you can buy anithing at Harrods. 
Oxford Street has got all the top clothes shop  and Camden Market
is great for unusualy present or clothes.
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Oxford
Oxford has got lots of beautiful old buildings and a very famous
university. You can visit some of the locations for the Harry Potter
�lms here.
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POLO
Another famous sport is polo, brought to Britain from India in the
19th century by army of�cers. It is the fastest ball sport in the
world. Polo is played whit four men on horses to a team. A ball is
hit whit a stick towards the goal. The �eld is 300 yard long and 160
yard wide. 

Giorgia Buscema
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TENNIS
Tennis is very popular all over the world. The world's most famous
tennis tournament is in England, it is named Wimbledon. It started
as a small club in south London in the nineteenth century.Now, it
begins on the nearest Monday to June 22nd, when the weather is
often �ne. Millions of people watch the Championships on TV live. 

Andrew Barron Murray is a British tennis player. He's 

considered one of the strongest players of his generation, at 

the end of 2016 he reached the top of the ATP ranking for the 

first time, where he stayed for a total of 41 weeks.      

Giorgia Buscema
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The Irish flag
In the Irish �ag there are three colours, green, white and orange  
Green is the symbol of the catholic nationalist population, orange
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represents the unionist protestant population. 
White symbolizes the peace. 

Cesare Gilardoni
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ice-skating at the tower of london
On winter in the city of london, you can ice skating and visit the
ancient city prison or the thousand-year old tower of the city of
london
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RUGBY
Rugby union, commonly known simply as rugby, is a close-contact
team sport that originated in England in the �rst half of the 19th
century.  
One of the two codes of rugby football, it is based on running with
the ball in hand. 
Rugby is one of the most popular professional and recreational
team sports in the U.K. and is divided into Rugby Union and Rugby
League. The two sports are different in rules such as the number
of players and in ways to advance the ball. 

Rugby in England is generally attributed to when William Webb
Ellis "who with a �ne disregard for the rules as played in his time,
�rst took the ball in his arms and ran with it" in 1823 at the Rugby
School, although modern scholars consider this story to be a
myth. 
Rugby union is both a professional and amateur game and is
dominated by the �rst tier unions: New Zealand, Ireland, Wales,
England, South Africa, Australia, Argentina, Scotland, Italy, France
and Japan. 
The equipment you need to play rugby is:                                             
      
• Rugby ball;  
• Scrum cap (optional); 
• Rugby boots;  
• Mouthguard (optional). 
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Festivities of Ireland
St Patrick's Day is on 17th March. It's the most important Irish
festivity . In this day everybody wears green, the national colour.
The symbol of this day is the shamrock. 

Another festivity is Halloween. According to the tradition, on 31st
October the souls come back for return in their body and people
keep away the evil spirits whit the lanterns made with empty
pumpkins. The tradition of lanterns is called "Jack O'Lantern": an
Irish legendary �gure. The devil comes every halloween to get him
but Jack wants to remain in this world for more time. 

Ruben Spini Bauer
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FOOTBALL (maria bellaviti)
The football is the most popular sport in England, and has played
for hundred of years. Some England football teams are world
famous, the most famous is Manchester United. In the english
football leangue there are 92 professional clubs. Hundred of
thousand of people play football in the U K.
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Fox hunting
Fox hunting has his origin in England, because there were too
many foxes and they ate animals on farms. The farmers begin to
hunt them with their dogs. 

With hunting, foxes risked extinction and for this reason it is now
prohibited. 
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Golf

The real golf pioneers are the Scots, in the late Middle 

Ages, when two peasants threw a stone with two sticks. 

The oldest course is St. Andrews Golf House, near Edinburgh. 

It still exist. 

The first tournament was held between various Scottish 

cities. Golf initially spread between Scotland and England 

and from there to the rest of the world.
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THE WATER OF LIVE: SCOTCH WISKEY
(cecilia manes)

Scotch whiskey (or simply scotch) is a distillate, obtained 

through the distillation process of cereals, produced in 

Scotland.

In Scotland, whisky was originally called Uisge Beath.  Uisge Beath
is the Scottish Gaelic translation of the Latin term for distilled
alcohol: “acqua vitae”, or “water of life”.  Over time, the phrase
uisge beath was shortened to simply “uisge” (sounds like “oosh-
gae”). Eventually, uisge evolved into the word “whisky” we use
today. 

THIS IS THE FILM "THE WATER OF LIVE" 

https://youtu.be/7SQCjuO6rwo
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Scotland
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Scotland

The capital of Scotland is Edinburgh. 

Edinburgh is an old town. You can visit it with vehicles, but it is
better to walk, because you enjoy the landscape better. 

The castle is located high above the city. Soldiers take the visitors
around to tell them the history of the castle. 

In August you can visit the Edinburgh Festival the largest art
festival in the world with hundreds of different things to do and
see. 

Castello Di Edimburgo Foto e
immagini stock - Getty Images
Scopri le migliori foto stock e immagini
editoriali di attualità di Castello Di
Edimburgo su Getty Images. Scegli tra
immagini premium su Castello Di
Edimburgo della migliore qualità.

GETTYIMAGES
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You can look at the shops on the royal mile or
on princes street in the new town. Near
princes street is Charlotte square whic is very
beautiful. there is also the National Gallary of
Scotland, with pictures from Scotland and
from many other countries too
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SCOTLAND (cecilia manes)
1. THE LOCH NESS MOSTER

The Loch Ness Monster, known as Nessie, is believed to live in the
black waters of Loch Ness in Scotland. The Loch Ness Monster
remains one of the world's most famous mysteries. Nessie is an
enormous creature with a huge body and a long neck. Some think
it is a prehistoric sea dinosaur. 
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CRICKET
Cricket is England's national sport which is played on the lawns of
villages and towns from April to August, matches sometimes last
several hours and are interrupted to allow players and spectators
to have a cup of tea 
MATTIA ZAPPA
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Belfast attractions🌆
One attraction of Belfast is the Black Taxi Tour, where the driver
takes you to see the murals all over the city. 
Another attraction is the Titanic Belfast, a museum where you can

Edinburgh
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※※※※※※

relive the Titanic experience, 'cause the museum it's tall as the real
ship, and you can investigate about the story of each passenger
that went in the real cruise.
About the Big Fish, each of its tiles tells a story about Belfast
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The Mount Snowdon is the highest mountain in Wales, at an
elevation of 1,085 meters (3,560 ft) above sea level, and the highest
point in the British Isles outside the Scottish Highlands. It is
located in Snowdonia National Park (Parc Cenedlaethol Eryri) in
Gwynedd(historic county of Caernarfonshire). It is the busiest
mountain in the United Kingdom and the third most visited

attraction in Wales; in 2019 it was visited by 590,984 walkers,[3]

with an additional 140,000 people taking the train.[4] It is
designated as a national nature reserve for its rare �ora and fauna. 
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WALES
Wales is part of the United Kingdom.
The Welsh name for Wales is "Cymru".
The capital is Cardiff.
Cardiff Castle is a medieval castle located in the city centre of
Cardiff. The castle was built in the late 11th century by Norman
invaders on top of a Roman fort. 
The Castle was owned by many noble families.

After the death of the last noble owner, his family decided to give
the Castle and its park to the city of Cardiff.

It is in the beautiful parklands at the heart of the capital’s city
centre, Cardiff Castle’s ancient walls and fairytale towers
represent 2,000 years of history.

Prince Charles is the Prince of Wales, but he isn't from Wales.
That's the title of the future King of the United Kingdom. 

The traditional breakfast of Wales consists of: bacon, pork
sausages, black pudding, eggs and fried bread with oats. 

FUN FACT: 
Many �lms were shot in Wales, for example the Harry Potter saga.  
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